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Contact Info
Name:
Hannah Brown
Email:
hannah@hannahbrown.com.au
Phone:
0410230229
Address:
37/12 Tanunda Drive,
Rivervale. Perth. WA.
6103.
ABN:
Pending
Terms of Sale:
Wholesale is preferred.
I’m happy to discuss all options
with you.

About Me
Hello, I’m Handmade Hannah.
I’m a 28-year-old artist, bestselling author &
songwriter from Perth.
I’m delighted to share my current portfolio with
you — in it you will find unique hand-cut
designs and eye-catching photography of our
local environment.

Paper Cut Art

Each piece has been designed and cut by me, right here in Perth.
The wonderful AUSTRALIA pieces are a world first and entirely unique
— no one has created Australia-specific cuts before.
I can work on several projects at a time, so for a multiple order please ask
for your specific delivery time as it may be quicker than those indicated.
The frames that I have found best suited to my cuts are made of glass and
MDF, with the exception of the Australia one, which is wood. Custommade wood frames may be an option for all the pieces. Please let me
know if this is required as it will alter the price and delivery time.

Christmas Tree Paper Cut
Size of frame: 15in x 15in
Approx size of paper cut: 10in x 10.5in
Materials: Paper, Card stock, Glass, MDF frame
Artist price: $170 (inc frame and delivery)
Production & Delivery Time: Please allow two days per item.

Snowflake “let it snow” Ring
This piece is very delicate and very beautiful.
Size of frame: 15in x 15in
Approx size of paper cut: 10in x 11in
Materials: Paper, Card stock, Glass, MDF frame
Artist price: $350 (inc frame and delivery)
Production & Delivery Time: Please allow three days per item.

Australia Paper Cut
This piece is sandwiched between two sheets of glass at the front of a
shadow box. It is available with any background colour, included in the
price.
Size of frame: 7.5in x 9.5in
Approx size of paper cut: 5.5in x 7in
Materials: Paper, Card stock, Glass, Wood frame
Artist price: $65 (inc frame and delivery)
Production & Delivery Time: Please allow two days per item.

The Wonders Of Australia Paper Cut
I am so proud of this piece. It is hand cut from one sheet of A3 paper. I designed it
myself when I saw a whole in the paper cut market — absolutely nothing Australian
themed was available. I’m very happy to provide this world first, which includes
koala, kangaroos, cockatoos, kookaburras, a snake, a spider, dragonflies, a lizard,
wombats, and a platypus in a billabong…as well depicting two native trees — the
silver princess and classic gum (note the detailed gum nuts and flowers).
This piece is sandwiched between two sheets of glass and can be hung as such.
Alternatively it is available with any colour background, included in the price.
Size of frame: 21in x 17in
Approx size of paper cut: A3
Materials: Paper, Card stock, Glass, MDF frame
Artist price: $450 (inc frame and delivery)
Production & Delivery Time: Please allow four days per item.

I am also in the process of developing unique book and
song quote cutouts — again a world first.

I have a large range of novels (such as Wuthering Heights,
Harry Potter, Pride and Prejudice and The Hobbit) already
available, as seen above.
The actual size is approx 5.5in x 7in and comes in the
same 7.5in x 9.5in frame as the Australia cutout. Each
quote (inc frame and delivery) will be $85.
However if you’d prefer something more Australian
(like the national anthem or a classic Aussie song) please
let me know and I’d be happy to email you a mockup
design within 48 hours without obligation to order.
Also, I have cut the following designs. I am not the
designer of them, but have a commercial license to sell
them and will hand cut each myself on any paper colour. If
any of the designs would fit your current catalogue, please
contact me for pricing.

Photography
Please zoom in to see the photos more clearly.
The entire collection was taken in Perth and mostly boasts
a beautiful collection of macro flora images from Spring
2016. All but four in the collection were taken this year.
Each of them will be pencil signed on the back and if
requested I can put them each in an A4 clear plastic packet
for protection.
These are photographic prints of high quality. For alternate
size requests or canvas/acrylic options please let me know.
Delivery time: Please allow 2 days for any of the prints.
The canvas takes around 3 weeks.
PANO
10x20cm
$15
SQUARE
6in x 6in (15cm x 15cm)
$10
RECTANGULAR
6in x 8in (15cm x 20cm)
$15
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Perth at Night on canvas
20x30cm (8x12")
$65

For any enquiries, requests, or suggestions, please don’t
hesitate to contact me.
Many thanks.

